Interaction of a G protein-coupled receptor with a G protein-derived peptide induces structural changes in both peptide and receptor: a Fourier-transform infrared study using isotopically labeled peptides.
G protein-coupled receptor signaling involves productive interaction between agonist-activated receptor and G protein. We have used Fourier-transform infrared difference spectroscopy to examine the interaction between the active Meta II state of the visual pigment rhodopsin with a peptide analogue corresponding to the C terminus of the alpha-subunit of the G protein transducin. Formation of the receptor-peptide complex evokes a spectral signature consisting of conformationally sensitive amide I and amide II difference bands. In order to distinguish between amide backbone contributions of the peptide and of the receptor moiety to the vibrational spectra, we employed complete (13)C,(15)N-labeling of the peptide. This isotopic labeling downshifts selectively the bands of the peptide, which can thus be extracted. Our results show that formation of the complex between the activated Meta II receptor state and the peptide is accompanied by structural changes of the peptide, and of the receptor, indicating that the conformation of the Meta II.peptide complex is different from that of Meta II. This result implies that the activated receptor state has conformational flexibility. Binding of the peptide to the activated receptor state stabilizes a substate that deviates from that stabilized only by the agonist.